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MEDIA RELEASE FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
THE ‘VENEER’ EXHIBITION Young muralist champions old world façades from fresh perspectives. 

 
Veneer is a profound body of work by Brisbane-based street artist and large-scale muralist Guido Van 
Helten. The exhibition explores street art’s place in Queensland’s conservative climate and raises important 
issues of urban renewal through a series of impressive artworks on reconstructed remnants of demolished 
Queenslanders. Topical and conceptually intriguing, Veneer opens at Jugglers Art Space, Fortitude Valley, 
on Friday 14 September. 
 
Guido Van Helten is a widely celebrated and prolific young Queensland street artist. His internationally 
acclaimed mural paintings in New York, London, Ho Chi Min City, and all over Australia, of massive 
stylised portraiture, harmoniously aligns contemporary street art with urban landscapes.  Google Guido Van 
Helten and you will be inundated with images of his vast bold and instantly recognisable and commissioned 
work splashed on all kinds of buildings and surfaces.  
 
Having exhibited in successful group shows across Australia, Jugglers proudly hosts Guido’s debut solo 
show. Merging his signature style with vernacular, Queenslander architecture he says “I am portraying a 
sense of Queensland identity by deploying the street art movement as a catalyst for cultural growth and urban 
renewal, while questioning the current government’s approach to re-development and cultural censorship”.  
 
Veneer challenges the notion that street art and graffiti are detrimental to a city’s identity and references the 
destruction of what are effectively unsung, heritage-listed Queensland buildings. Guido was inspired to 
create this body of work in the wake of what he sees as a Bjelke-Peterson styled government that seems to 
favor an out- with- the -old and in- with- the- new approach.  
 
“I have blended street art with discarded elements of iconic Queensland architecture. In doing so I am 
juxtaposing and aligning this often misunderstood artistic practice with traditional suburban textures unique 
to Brisbane. This draws a correlation between the political veneer of Newman’s conservative government 
and its distaste for the contemporary movement of street art and graffiti”.  
 
Guido’s trademark style merged with the textures, shapes and colors of historical Queensland architecture 
embraces local identity and the urgent imperative to celebrate Queensland’s architectural past.  
 
Veneer opens at Jugglers Art Space on Friday 14 September at 6pm and runs until Tuesday 18 
September.  
 
What:  The Veneer Exhibition 
Where: Jugglers Art Space, 103 Brunswick Street, Fortitude Valley 
When: Opening night - 14 September from 6pm, until Tuesday 18 September.  
Media contact: Kelly Timmons at heartheartproductions@gmail.com or 0405105299.  

More information and high resolution images available on request.  

See also www.guidovanhelten.com. 


